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AISC IS PROUD TO PRESENT the results of its annual 
IDEAS2 Awards competition. This program is designed to rec-
ognize all team members responsible for excellence and innova-
tion in a project’s use of structural steel.

Awards for each winning project were presented to the proj-
ect team members involved in the design and construction of 
the structural framing system, including the architect, struc-
tural engineer of record, general contractor, detailer, fabricator 
erector and owner. New buildings, as well as renovation, retro-
fit or expansion projects, were eligible. The projects also had to 
display, at a minimum, the following characteristics: 

➤ A significant portion of the framing system must be wide- 
flange or hollow structural steel sections. 

➤ Projects must have been completed between January 1, 
2012 and December 31, 2014. 

➤ Projects must be located in North America. 
➤ Previous AISC IDEAS2 award-winning projects are not 

eligible. 
The judges considered each project’s use of structural steel 

from both an architectural and structural engineering perspec-
tive, with an emphasis on:

➤ Creative solutions to the project’s program requirements 

➤ Applications of innovative design approaches in areas 
such as connections, gravity systems, lateral load resist-
ing systems, fire protection and blast 

➤ The aesthetic and visual impact of the project, particu-
larly in the coordination of structural steel elements with 
other materials 

➤ Innovative uses of architecturally exposed structural steel 
➤ Advances in the use of structural steel, either technically 

or in the architectural expression 
➤ The use of innovative design and construction methods 

such as 3D building models, interoperability, early inte-
gration of steel fabricators, alternative methods of proj-
ect delivery and sustainability considerations

A panel of design and construction industry professionals 
judged the entries in three categories, according to their con-
structed value in U.S. dollars:

+ Less than $15 million 
+ $15 million to $75 million 
+ Greater than $75 million
Both national and merit honors were awarded in each category. 

The jury also selected one project for the Presidential Award of 
Excellence in recognition of distinguished structural engineering. 
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INNOVATIVE DESIGN in ENGINEERING and ARCHITECTURE with STRUCTURAL STEEL
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2015 IDEAS2 Awards Jury
William B. “Brad” Bourne III is the current president and 

CEO of AISC Member fabricator Universal Steel, Inc., in Litho-
nia, Ga. He has served on the AISC Board of Directors since 1999 
and was Chairman from 2011 through 2013. 

Ashley Carey is a former field engineer with Skanska Koch 
(she recently joined Stonebridge Steel Erection). As a student at 
Stevens Institute of Technology, she interned at Skanska Koch 
in the engineering department, assisting with projects such 
as the rehabilitation of Brooklyn Bridge and the new Oculus 
Transit Hub at the World Trade Center. 

Paul D. Endres, S.E., FAIA, is a principal with Endrestudio, 
which has offices in Emeryville, Calif., and Chicago. His three 
decades of experience include more than 1,000 buildings and 
structures. He is also an associate professor and prior Morgen-
stern Chair at the Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago.

Nancy L. Gavlin, S.E., P.E., is AISC’s director of educa-
tion, where she is responsible for AISC’s university relations 
and continuing education activities, and was previously a visit-
ing lecturer at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 

Nasser Heydari is a doctorate civil engineering student at  
Louisiana State University  in Baton Rouge. He was a team leader 
of the University of Tehran Steel Bridge Team in the 2012 Inter-
national Steel Bridge Competition at Bogaziçi University (Turkey), 
where his team finished in second place. 

The 2015 AISC IDEAS2 Awards jury, from left: Ashley 
Carey, Michael McCall, Peter Lynde, Cathleen McGuigan, 
Brad Bourne, Nancy Gavlin, Paul Endres, Nasser Heydari 
and Larry Flynn, AISC director of industry marketing. 

Peter G. Lynde, P.E., is vice president and corporate director 
of Albert Kahn Associates, Inc., in Detroit. He currently serves as 
a principal and business development leader in Kahn’s industrial 
market segment, overseeing the firm’s efforts in manufacturing, 
research, testing and alternative energy facility design. 

Michael McCall, AIA, is vice president of project and devel-
opment services with JLL. He is currently working on the Focal 
Point Community Campus project, an urban mixed-use project 
totaling 1.5 million sq. ft, on the southwest side of Chicago. 

Cathleen McGuigan is editor-in-chief of Architectural 
Record, as well as editorial director of Dodge Data Analytics’ 
GreenSource and SNAP.



The combined ingenuity, 
architecture and engineering involved 
in the Vegas High Roller surpass any 

Ferris Wheel to date.
                                  —Ashley Carey

MAY 2015

GREATER THAN $75 MILLION NATIONAL AWARD The Vegas High Roller observation wheel, Las Vegas
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VEGAS DOES EVERYTHING BIG.
At 550 ft tall and a cost of $300 million, the 

Vegas High Roller, which opened in March 2014, 
is the largest observation wheel ever built.

Caesars Entertainment—the owner—wanted 
its observation wheel to not only be the largest 
in the world, but also to offer guests the best 
experience. 

“Vegas demands audacity and ‘over-the-
top,’” said Greg Miller, senior vice president of 
development for Caesars Entertainment. “The 
High Roller is so much more elegant and beauti-
ful than any other wheel. The creative intent was 
to have it appear to be lightweight, without a lot 
of structure.”

This desire guided a structural scheme with 
minimal visual impact, affording passengers a 
“floating sensation” and sense of space, which 
was achieved with a single rim element and 
single cabin support bearing. Previous obser-
vation wheels, including the London Eye and 
Singapore Flyer, had wider truss rims and dual 
cabin bearings, restricting views from the cabin 
and making passengers more conscious of the 
structure supporting them. 

To ensure passengers would have a stable, 
comfortable ride, structural engineer Arup car-
ried out a wind time history analysis, modeling 
the spatial correlation between gusts of differ-
ent intensities and the lateral stiffness afforded 
by the pre-load in the cables. As there are no 
codified acceptance criteria for wind-induced 
accelerations for observation wheels, the pre-
dicted movements of the wheel were simulated 
on a custom motion platform for Caesars to ex-
perience. Through this intuitive and tangible 
experience, Caesars was able to choose a level 
of acceleration that would be acceptable and 
determine how frequently it would be willing 
to shut the wheel due to high winds. This cri-
teria was subsequently used to determine the 
level of added damping required to provide a 
smooth ride.

The rotation of the wheel generates cyclical 
stresses in the structure and thus introduces fa-
tigue degradation. Every structural steel compo-
nent and connection was assessed for fatigue to 
ensure its projected life met the 50-year design 
life. In most instances, checks were done ac-
cording to the local code. However, where the 
geometry was particularly complicated and the 
stress flow more difficult to determine, detailed 
finite-element analysis was used to determine 
the stress ranges and a more rigorous “hot-spot” 
analysis was undertaken.

When it came to the cables, published fatigue 
data relates primarily to axial stresses—but since 
the wheel clearly rotates, the cables are subject-
ed to bi-axial bending and the published data 
was therefore not directly applicable. A unique 
analytical approach was developed to assess the 
cables, and the results were validated with ac-
celerated fatigue tests on cable specimens that 

mimicked the expected bending. Through this 
process, it was determined that spherical bear-
ings were required at the cable ends to meet the 
intended design life of the wheel.

The rim tube is rolled from structural steel 
plate; the hub and spindle have forged steel 
ends welded to structural steel midsections; the 
bearings are made from high-performance steel 
subjected to high-contact stresses; and the an-
chor bolts to the foundations provide ductility in 
the event of a Maximum Credible Earthquake. 
Of course, the entire structure is exposed; all of 
the connections can be seen up close, and the 
bolts and welds are clearly visible from within 
the cabins. At night, thousands of LEDs wash 
the steelwork (painted white) with program-
mable changing colors, creating a multitude of 
dynamic patterns.

Many of the tolerances exceeded those typi-
cally associated with steel structures, and the 
unusual interfaces required careful manage-
ment—most notably the interfaces between the 
static elements (boarding platform and drive 
equipment) and the moving elements (rim and 
cabins). To coordinate these interfaces, a de-
tailed 3D Navisworks model was developed. 
This started with the 3D structural steel model, 
and then the subcontractors’ components were 
imported—cabins, drive equipment, electrical 
equipment, lighting and all of their associated 
nuts, bolts and brackets.

Many of the final structural components for 
the High Roller were physically too large and 
heavy to transport economically to the site. 
Through a detailed analysis of the reference de-
sign, optimal locations for bolted splices—in or-
der to enable shipping, trucking and lifting op-
erations—were identified and then fed back into 
the detailed design process of the permanent 
works undertaken by the structural engineer. 
This collaborative approach allowed for the tem-
porary and permanent works to be designed in 
parallel and led to a more efficient structural de-
sign tailored to the contractor’s preferred fabri-
cation and erection methods. 

Owner
Caesars Entertainment Corp., Las Vegas

Architects
The Hettema Group, Pasadena, Calif.
Klai Juba Architects, Las Vegas

General Contractor
W.A. Richardson Builders, LLC, Las Vegas

Structural Engineer
Arup, San Francisco

Steel Fabricator and Erector (base)
SME Steel, West Jordan, Utah 
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